Berlingo XTR Automatic Quick Guide
To start the car, turn the gear selector (shown in this picture) to N for
Neutral and press your right foot firmly on the brake pedal. Then
turn the key as usual.
To move forwards, keep your foot on the foot brake, turn the gear
selector to A for Automatic, and then release your foot from the brake
and press the accelerator.
Our Berlingo XTR is semi-automatic. When A is selected, the car will
change gears by itself. Select M for Manual in order to change gears
yourself by pulling on the up (+) or down (-) control paddle. These
paddles are on the steering wheel, as shown in the figure. You can
change from A to M at any time. When stationary, with your foot on the
foot brake, change to R for Reverse.
Diesel fuel flap is on the left side (near side). Remember to always use diesel fuel. Using the wrong fuel
would cause serious damage to the engine.
Tyre pressures: normal load, front & back: 35 PSI = 2.4 bars; full load: 46 PSI = 3.2 bars.
Puncture / spare tyre: You can find the wheel wrench and jack by lifting the flap under the passenger seat.
Easiest to pull seat fully forward and access from behind. Open the boot, and use the wheel wrench to
unscrew the bolt that holds the spare tyre under the boot. See page 146 of owner's manual for how to change
a wheel.
Opening the bonnet: open the front passenger door and pull the lever low down on the extreme left of the
front panel. Go out and raise the bonnet and find the lever just to the right of the centre. Pull it to the left and
up in order to raise the bonnet right up. The stay to hold the bonnet up is under the bonnet lid, on the left as
you stand facing the car from the front.
Child safety: On the lowest row of central controls press the button with a symbol for a key and a child to
activate the child safety lock, so the back doors cannot be opened from inside. Switching off airbag: use
the key to turn the switch that is revealed when you open the driver's door. The display will indicate that the
passenger airbag is off. For details of when to use this and other information about child safety see page 118
of handbook.
Parking sensors: Remember to use your wing mirrors when reversing. The parking sensors' beeps will get
more and more frequent as you get closer to the obstacle behind you. At the very latest, you must stop the
instant that the beeps turn into a continuous tone.
Start/stop function: to protect our environment and save fuel, the engine in this car will stop whenever you
bring the car to a halt using the foot brake. To keep it in this stop mode you need to either keep your foot on
the brake or put it into neutral gear. As soon as you press the accelerator, the engine will restart immediately.
Cruise control: On the lever sticking out from the bottom left of the
steering wheel, turn the switch down to “CRUISE”, as shown in this
figure. Press the top button on the lever to increase the desired speed,
and the bottom button to decrease. If you take your foot off the
accelerator, the car will maintain this speed. It only works when driving
over 25 mph. To deactivate cruise control, press the accelerator or the
brake or move the switch back to the middle position. To set a speed
limit, move the switch to the top position. See page 55 of the handbook.

